
The recent ruling by the honorable Supreme Court in the case

of Delhi government versus union government has only reit-

erated the constitution. Even though it seems correct techni-

cally, the power or should we say, the authority that the elect-

ed government has got is massive by all means.

The elected government of NCT Delhi led by ArvindKejriwal

will now be able to take their independent decisions and imple-

ment the same without any concurrence or approval of the

lieutenant governor of Delhi Anil Baijal. This was not the case

before July 4 in this present tenure of government. The elect-

ed government had to seek approval of the LG of NCT Delhi

on each and every file and this was one of the main reasons

for clashes between the LG and CM.

While the LG believed that the government does not follow

due to constitutional and lawful procedures, the CM would allege

that the LG was just obstructing the ambitious development

plans of the elected government.

ArvindKejriwal got a massive relief from the honorable Supreme

Court as it was clarified that

the elected government does

not need any approvals from

the LG. And that is why there

was no need to send each

file to the LG. But yes, LG must be apprised of all the decisions

made by the government.Although the matter of control over

Services department is still with the LG. The government says

that except the three departments including Law and order,

land, and police would remain with the LG so automatically the

services department would fall under the control of the gov-

ernment. However, the IAS Association is of opinion that their

reporting still remains with the LG as the notification quashing

previous honorable high court order is still a matter due before

the court.The situation that now emerges is clear. If the gov-

ernment had completed all the requirements before sending

those files to the LG earlier, they should be in a position to start

the plans right away. Any delay would need a serious justifi-

cation. And people might not be interested in excuses any-

more as already 70% of the total time the government had,

has been elapsed.But a matter of relief is that the CM himself

has posted himself on the front and schemes are being approved

at a swift pace. 

Approved schemes are now being implemented at war foot-

ing level. This could be true but this could still be deceiving.

So, both people and government in Delhi must be vigilant.

These are the final few months and the public will only judge

based on the promises fulfilled. Even if the government fails

to fulfill big promises, it will still need to complete many small

promises before the end of the tenure.

Now, since most of the projects can be completed at the cab-

inet level, the government will have no excuse to put before

the public. Not only Delhi but the entire political system in India

at least is keeping a close eye on Delhi. Not just because it’s

the national capital, but more because the AAP government

got to the power after claiming all other parties corrupt and

also assured to bring a sea change in the governance. Now

is the time and now is the best-suited conditions.
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Avoid allergic conditions on Skin &
Hair During this Monsoon

Dr. Naresh Arora

Some apprehensions like itch-

ing, rashes and allergies on our

skin, face and body are always

there during the rainy season.

With rain in Delhi , high humid-

ity brings with it continuous

sweating and sebum oozing out

of our Face, and that even the

mild sunlight can play havoc

with Sun Tan, burning sensa-

tion and even dehydration of

the skin. Gastric acidity and

indigestion makes our skin

more vulnerable and suscep-

tible. Most of these problems

can be prevented through aro-

matherapy applications. . Rainy

season is a refreshing season

but one has to remember the

hazards of bacterial infections

and deterrent to them.  The nat-

ural remedies are as follows.

HAIR CARE

Remedy of hair and scalp prob-

lems like dandruff, dry and

itchy scalp in monsoon includes

Rosemary oil 1 drop, Basil oil

1 drop, Tea Tree oil 1 drop and

Patchouli oil 1 drop mixed with

1 Tsp Almond or Extra virgin

Olive oil. 

Apply on scalp on alternate

nights with gentle finger mas-

sage for 10-15 minutes. Wash

off next morning with Lavender

Shampoo. Apply pH 5.5 Hair

Conditioner or Hair Spa Cream. 

SKIN AND BODY CARE

Remedy for or skin and body

problems like allergy, rashes,

etc. prepare a body and facial

scrub with ½ Teaspoon of Dead

Sea salt, ½ TSP Brown Sugar,

Ubtan ½ tsp and make paste

with 1Tsp Skin Butter ( Shea

and Cocoa Butter ) , add 10

drops Lemon Juice and 2-4

drops of Neroli Oil . 

Dryness is quite common in

monsoon and its mainly

because of the the deficiency

of vitamins and essential amino

acids which helps in repairing

dry and lifeless skin. The con-

dition of dry skin becomes

worse in the monsoon. A solu-

tion of arganoil , fresh curd and

honey if applied as a pack and

rinse away after 10 minutes with

a herbal face wash is very ben-

eficial for a dry skin. Even a

paste of coffee dust and honey

applied and washed off after

fifteen minutes with luke warm

water keeps the dry skin soft

and nourished ..The paste

should be well massaged and

scrubbed on Face and body

with gentle movements for 5-

10 minutes and then leave for

5 minutes. Wash off well and

apply SPF 10-20 Sunscreen.

Repeat the process every week

and see miracle happening

after three sittings.

For pimples on the face,

cleanse the face with Mint

facial gel and apply high fre-

quency ozone treatment for 8-

10 minutes. Provide Facial

Steam with Anti Ace oil (2-4

drops) followed by cold com-

pression.  Apply Tea Tree Facial

gel for 10-15 minutes and wipe

off. Apply Neem and Mint Face

Pack and wash off when com-

pletely dry, apply Skin Toner.

One should take diet of salads

and whole fruits and drink as

much water as possible.

A pack of gramflour, milk, honey

and lemon gives an oily skin

a fresh and glowing look  A pack

of pulp of ripe papaya or cocoa

powder scrub applied and

washed off after 10 minutes

with cold water leaves the

greasy skin fresh and glowing.

Add few drops of rose water

for enhanced result

Rose water is a blessing for

oily skin. Rose water helps to

remove the excess oils from

your face. It also prevents the

growth of acne-causing ele-

ments with its pH balancing

properties.Hot  water wash is

more advantageous than cold

water as hot water helps in dis-

solving the oil from the skin eas-

ily.It is crucial to maintain

healthy fooding habit during

rainy season because during

the rains, there is a high amount

of humidity in the atmosphere

due to which our digestive sys-

tem gets apathetic.It is impor-

tant to note that the food  you’re

consuming  has a strong impact

your skin. Go for the balanced

diet with all types of vitamins

and minerals

FOOT CARE

During the rainy season, fun-

gal infections are more usual

and formidable than at any

other time of the year. This is

because most fungi thrive in

damped climate. Fungal infec-

tion of the foot sole is always

a matter of concern in the rainy

season (Athlete’s Foot) and it

requires specialized pedicure.

Use one teaspoon of Dead Sea

salt and two drops of Basil Oil

in the Pedicure Tub and soak

the feet for 10-15 minutes.

Make sure to put on your socks

after complete drying of fingers

and foot sole Apply talcum

powder. Open footwear is pre-

scribed for the monsoon sea-

son rather than closed footwear

like shoes and boots.Even

nails are at high risk during rainy

season. Nails can become dis-

colored, brittle and rough. In

severe cases, the nail can get

detached from the nail bed.
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Rudrabhishek Enterprises
Limited to enter Capital

Market
Udaipur: Starting operations in 1992, the Delhi-based

Rudrabhishek Enterprises Limited (REPL) provides a wide range

of services in Infrastructure, Urban Designing and Planning,

G l o b a l

I n f o r m a t i o n

S y s t e m s ,

D e s i g n i n g  o f

Buildings, and

P r o j e c t

Management to a

host of end users,

is entering the capital market with an initial public offer of upto

45.69 lakh equity shares of face value of Rs. 10 each fully paid

for cash at a price of Rs. 41 per equity share (including a share

premium of Rs. 31 per equity share) aggregating up to Rs.

1873.29 lakhs. The shares will be listed on the Emerge Platform

of the NSE. The lead managers are Khambatta Securities Limited

and Corporate CapitalVentures Pvt. Ltd. Issue Opens on June

29, 2018 and Closes on July 05, 2018. Over the years, it diver-

sified to several services linked to its basic work, and built a

steady position in its home market, seen from its revenue growth.

100% dividend-paying for the last 10 years

Promoters Pradeep and RichaMisra have more than 45 years’

(cumulative) experience in Infrastructure Consultancy. The com-

pany has 25 years’ experience providing end-to-end solutions

in Real Estate and Infrastructure Consultancy, and has more

than Rs.210 crore of orders in hand. It is ISO 9001:2008 cer-

tified for quality management services, has state-of-the-art tech-

nology and software and is empanelled with more than 30 gov-

ernment departments and agencies. Major government pro-

jects are: PradhanMantriAwasYojana - Housing for All (Uttar

Pradesh, Bihar, Himachal Pradesh), Housing for Widows &

Children of Army Personnel, Smart City (Kanpur, Dehradun,

Indore and Varanasi), DG-MAP and private projects including

PaarthAadyant and Arka (Lucknow), Navyug Smart City

(Allahabad), TCDL (Shona) and more. 

8K Miles Expands Services to
Life Sciences 

Udaipur: 8K Miles Software Services Limited (NSE:8KMILES;

BSE:512161), a ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Certified global Cloud &

Security solutions provider and Next Generation Cloud MSP

headquartered in the San Francisco has planned major expan-

sion whereby it will provide leading edge solutions that lever-

age the latest in Cloud technologies. 8K Miles, Global Leader

of Enterprise Cloud Transformations, today announced its port-

folio of clients continues to rapidly expand as we add several

new engagements with public and private Life Sciences enter-

prises. This continued growth is a proof that organizations are

looking to 8K Miles for their expertise defining and implementing

enterprise wide Hybrid-Cloud / MultiCloud strategies that help

drive innovation.

*According to Market sources, the company is in process to

hike its promoters stake and is planning to Buy Back 10 per

cent equity from open market uptp s price of Rs.600.

*Counting more than a third of the top 25 Pharmaceutical com-

panies as clients, 8K Miles has a proven track record of pro-

viding its cloud based services.

Recently 8k Miles has added new clients - a privately held phar-

maceutical company in the San Francisco specialized in a wide

range of products and solutions for life science research and

clinical diagnostics 8K Miles is working with them to implement

their Cloud platform and building out their security, monitoring

and governance guardrails. - Adding to its list of top ranked

pharmaceutical clients 8K Miles is leading the enterprise wide

Hybrid Cloud /Multi Cloud initiatives for an east-coast based

science and technology company that delivers life-transform-

ing medicines for serious diseases. - 8K Miles is also partner-

ing with one of the top 3 pharmaceutical distribution enterprises

to define their cloud strategy and set up self-serve cloud ser-

vices with built in security and compliance guardrails. This will

streamline and automate the provisioning of resource, opti-

mizing the process and most importantly give business uses

the resources they need when they need them. Anand Kumar,

Vice President of Global Sales, said, “Our strong focus on help-

ing highly regulated enterprises with their Cloud journey con-

tinues to resonate in the market. More and more organizations

are looking to us for guidance and in order to realize up their

Multi Cloud / Hybrid Cloud Strategy.” Lena Kannappan, Chief

Operating Officer of 8K Miles, added, “We have invested heav-

ily in the secure cloud solutions we offer to insure that we meet

the demanding and ever-growing needs of our enterprise clients.

” With all the new developments,8K Miles will winess excellent

growth in its revenues and profitability. 8K Miles has added

news clents to its portfolio inludingthese :For Princeton

Community Hospital, 8K Miles Cornerstone will lead their elec-

tronic health record (EHR) transition from MEDITECH Client

Server (C/S) to the web-based Expanse platform.  8K Miles

Cornerstone will transition Wilson Health from their existing

MEDITECH 6.0 platform to the highly integrated, web-based

MEDITECH Expanse EHR .8K Miles Cornerstone has been

selected to develop the Epic Community Connect program at

Montage Health. Through the Connect program, Montage will

be able to expand their Epic electronic health record (EHR)

system to hospitals and affiliate physician practices in their

region. 8K Miles Cornerstone has been selected to develop

and lead the Epic Community Connect program at Regional

Health. 8K Miles healthcare team developed the program over

the past several months and is set to launch the implementa-

tion in October 2018. The Connect project includes three crit-

ical access hospitals and their ambulatory clinics § 8K Miles

Cornerstone has been selected by a leading Health Network

to provide private cloud hosting and application management

services for MEDITECH Expanse and third-party solutions. 8K

Miles Cornerstone will work with Calvert to design a Cloud-

based archiving solution for their legacy systems.

RomComYaaramTo Be Shot
Entirely In Mauritius

A d  F i l m s  &

F a s h i o n

Cinematographer

turned filmmaker

Ovais Khan is all

set to Direct his

first Bollywood film

Yaaram. Touted to

be a romcom, Yaaram, will star PrateikBabbar, SidhantKapoor,

Ishita Raj Sharma,Anita Raj, Subha Rajput and DalipTahil.

It is learnt, Yaaram being made under Yashvi Films Banner is

being shot fully in Mauritius! Director Ovais Khan excitedly speaks

about his pet project, "Yaaram has an interesting ensemble

cast and is being shot in some of the most breathtaking loca-

tions of Mauritius. I have put my very crucial years of my life

in this industry, tried to learn everything and waited to touch

the right chord. Yashvi films has given me the chance to prove

it and I am going to make the most of this chance!"

Director Ovais Khan also said that it has been great working

with Pratiek, Ishita, Sidhant... and other actors.The experience

of working with two generations of good actors in one film is

awesome. Their dedication left me in awe of them, they have

adopted the characters so well that i feel like interacting with

my characters all the time and not the actors.The locations I

have chosen to shoot are mostly new and unexplored before

giving my film a fresh look.I am really blessed to be associat-

ed with Vijay Mulchandani who gave me a chance despite being

a new director.The music of Yaaram Film has been composed

by directors SohailSen, JeetGannguli, RochakKohli, Nayeem-

Shabir with the lyrics being penned by Kumaar.

CA VINAY BHATIA TAKES
OVER THE REINS OF

ROTARY DISTRICT 3011
New Delhi: 54 years old Chartered Accountant hails from

Faridabad, Vinay Bhatia has taken over as the new Governor

of Rotary District 3011. Rotary District 3011 is one of the largest

district in the Rotary universe comprises many Industry tycoons

of Delhi and Haryana. The outgoing Governor Ravi Choudhary

handed over the baton to the new Governor in a district instal-

lation ceremony held yesterday evening in Hotel Leela. After

taking the oath as New Governor of Rotary District 3011, Vinay

Bhatia said his preference as

a Governor would be to embed

rotary in the society, so we can

do meaningful social projects.

“Some of the thrust area would

be to work upon cancer

Sanitation and hygiene in

schools and Environment.

Environment will be another focus area where Rotary District

3011 is in the process of setting up one of the largest seed

bank by roping in 10,000 school students. The seed bank will

paved way for an another mega plantation drives across the

district.On this occasion RI Director C. Baskar was the chief

guest who spoke in detail about the Rotary’s contribution in

bringing social change in the society. The Rotary District 3011

which has 78 clubs spreads over Delhi, Gurgaon, Faridabad,

Rohrak, Jhajhar, Narnaul, and Rewadi.Also present on the occa-

sion Punita Bhatia said. “The organization has conducted uncount-

ed mammography drives, eye camps and also came up with

its own blood banks and more as a part of their social respon-

sibility.

Actress Nikita Rawal making
debut in Telegu film Timpa 

Nikita Rawal who is a known model and actress in Bollywood

is playing Nagin in Telegu film Timpa opposite Vikram Roy. The

film is produced by Shivraaj Production and directed by

KumaranTeli. She is playing ichchadharinagin who keeps the

naagmani safe from bad people. 

Udaipur: Shalby Hospitals, which operates a chain of multi-

specialty hospitals across India, with an aim to provide access

to life-saving liver transplants for those in need, has launched

a Centre for Liver Disease and Transplant in its SG Highway,

Ahmedabad facility. The hospital now has the expertise for all

types of liver transplants including deceased donor liver trans-

plants, living donor liver transplants, for adults as well as chil-

dren, elective as well as emergency. 

The adept team at Shalby recently carried out the oldest liver

transplant in India, as 80-year old brain-dead Surat donor gave

life to the patient in Ahmedabad suffering from liver disease in

its critical stage. The liver was transported through a green cor-

ridor from Surat to Ahmedabad. Mr Kalyansinh from Udaipur,

on the other hand, got a successful living donor liver transplant

at the centre.  MBBS and MS (Surgery), Dr. VinayKumaran,

MBBS and MS (Surgery), The surgery was led by Dr. Anand

K Khakhar and Dr. VinayKumaran along with other team mem-

bers which included Dr.BhavinVasavada and Dr.Hardik Patel.

Dr. Anand K Khakhar, MBBS and MS (Surgery), M P Shah

Medical College, Jamnagar on the occasion said, “In Gujarat,

liver transplantation has been slow to develop due the lack of

trained transplant surgeons. The occasional transplants done

in a few centres in Ahmedabad were either deceased donor

transplants (a simpler operation) or were done by visiting sur-

geons from high volume centres in Delhi or Chennai. In such

circumstances, Shalby’s initiative is a blessing for liver patients

in and around Gujarat”.Shalby Hospitals decided to develop a

liver transplant program at the SG Road facility in Ahmedabad,

and they plan to eventually develop such programs at other

Shalby Hospital branches too, including one to be launched in

the immediate future in Jaipur, Rajasthan.

Talking about what leads to the need for liver transplant Dr.

VinayKumaran, MBBS and MS 

Successful cases of liver transplant A liver cirrhosis patient in

his 50s with no suitable donor in his family was on the waiting

list for a liver transplant. With swelling of feet, fluid collecting

in his abdomen, kidney function worsening because of the med-

icines being given to control the fluid in the abdomen, and dia-

betes, the patient needed immediate help. The donor, a brain-

dead octogenarian who had undergone a massive stroke because

of blockage of major arteries to the brain, came to his rescue.

With the gracious gesture of the donor’s family to donate his

organs for transplant and permission from Dr M MPrabhakar,

the state transplant authority, to procure the liver at ShalbySurat

and bring it to Shalby Ahmedabad for transplant, the donor

team drove to Surat and operated on the donor to remove the

liver. Since the liver cannot be kept outside the body for long,

the Gujarat Police was requested to provide a ‘Green Corridor’

to transport it quickly to Ahmedabad. The transplant was suc-

cessful and the patient is ready to be discharged from the hos-

pital.While this is the oldest donor liver to be successfully trans-

planted in Gujarat, the world record for the oldest liver to be

successfully transplant is that of a 93 year old for a donor in

Italy.In another case of living donor liver transplant, Mr

Kalyansingh from Udaipur who is now fit and ready to be dis-

charged from the hospital, was suffering from end stage cir-

rhosis of the liver. In his late 40s, the patient had collection of

fluid in his liver which had to be drained periodically. After being

counselled about living donation, his son volunteered to donate

a part of his liver. Since medical tests showed that he would

be a suitable donor, permission was obtained from the trans-

plant authorisation committee. While transplant was success-

fully carried out on 28th June 2018, the donor has already been

discharged.

Udaipur: Wonder Cement

Ltd. is awarded with State

Level Bhamashah Award

‘Shiksha Bhushan’ by Govt. of

Rajasthan for contributing in

t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f

Government Schools. 

The company is actively

involved in developing infra-

structure for govt. schools sit-

uated in the vicinity of its

cement plant located in

Nimbahera. It has construct-

ed toilet blocks for the schools,

donated computer sets for pro-

moting practical computer edu-

cation, provided educational

material and painted child

friendly art in the classrooms

with a view to enhance the edu-

cation experiences of students

in these Govt. Schools.   

In the annual function of these

schools, Wonder  Cement

awarded the best performing

students of elementary class-

es and distributed cycles to

appreciate and encourage

them. The company supports

the development of schools giv-

ing good performance in their

results. It has also provided

donation in ‘Mukhya

Mantri Vidya Daan

Kosh’ established by

Gov. of Rajasthan to

support Chief Minister’s

endeavour for the bet-

terment of education. 

Wonder Cement was

awarded with State

Level  Bhamashah

Award in year 2013,

2015, 2016 and 2017

also. It is most presti-

gious award by State

govt in the field of edu-

cation promotion.  

Shalby Hospitals
announces a Centre
for Liver Disease &

Transplantation
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